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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The durability of concrete transportation structures is closely related to its permeability. Both
reinforced and prestressed concrete ca$ deteriorate bccause ofingress ofaggressive substances

such as: sulfates, acids, and chlorides present inthe environment. It is important to specify and

acc,ess the ability of concrete to resist the infiltration of corrosive chemicals.

The work described inthis report explores a new method for measuring the chloride permeability

ofconcrete. The method is based on-the use ofa Conductivity SpectrumProbe (CSP). The probe

is a surface contact device that can merisure both the conductivity and dielectric permittivíty of a
material over a specified range of frequencies. The conductivity is proportional to the
permeability, and the perrrittivity is directly relatcd to moisture content. The measurement can

be made either in-place or on sarryles removed fiom the structure. The CSP does not require

exposure of the saryle to any ionic solutions that rnay react with the concrete. It is possible to
wõrk with unsaturatèd samples, since tbe measured conductivity could be non¡alized to l00a/o

saturation using the dielectric permittivity data. The use ofa ftmge of frequencies allows for the
possibility of váriatíon in the depth of infft¡ence ofthe proh. Such a depth sensitivity which can

be used to adapt to field conditions and to the presence of reinforceme,lrt.

This report describes initial experimental results using the CSP and comparing the CSP data \¡vith

permeabiþ measured by traditional means. The experiments were conducted on concrete bloch
concrete mortar cylinders, and concrçte slabs. Different concrete nixes ïvefe represented in these

tests. The concrete mortar cylinders representing for¡r mix designs were tested direøly for
chloride permeability by W. R Grace as part oftheir ongoing research. CSP data reflects the mix
different mix characteristÍcs. Comparison of CSP dat¿ collected on these sartples on 44 sanples
with directly measured permeability showed some correlatioru but not in all cases. The dir'ect
permeability data was limited and hþbly scattered, so complete correlation could not be

conducted.

The method shows promise, but would benefit from a more comprehensive latroratory evaluation
pfogram-

1. Introduction

1,1 Overall Objectives

The durability and integrþ of concrete transportation structures zuch as pavements and bridges,

throughout their life spau is of maj6l çoncern to the engineers dealing with transportation
infrastructure worldwide. It is well known that durability of concreto is closely related to its
permeability. Both reinforced and prestressed concrete can dçteriorate becausç of ingress of 

.

aggressive substances such as: sulåtes, acids, and chlorídes present in the environment. A major
concern associated with the permeability of concrete is the corrosíon ofreinforcing steel in
çoncrete as tlre result of chloride perreation and/or diffusion In &ct, chloride induced corrosion
has been identified as the major problem and cause of our transportstion infrastructwe
deferioration However, permeability ofconcrete to cblorides and other destntctive material has

not been used as a desþ and construction specification because it is ditrcult to quantifr.
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The prediction of ctiloride penetration in concrete using current methods is slow and unreliable,
and cannot be implemented on in-place concrete. TheASTM CI202-91, 90-Day Ponding Test
was developed before the new generation of high performance cencrete, and does not allow
adequate penetration for reliable mea"suremeflts. The Rapid Chloride Permeability Test ß known
as The AASIITO T 277-93, which rneasures penetration indirectly through electrical conductivity
but introduces frctors such as: heatiqg, cbloride, bonding, and unknowns (e.g., lack of full
saturation) which have undesirable effects onthe meastuçtrrent.

In order to address these limitations, a new method based on the use of a Conductivity Spectrum
Probe (CSP) has beenproposed. The probe is a surface contact device that canmeasu¡e both the
conductivity and dielectric permittivity of a material over a specified range of frequencies. The
measurement can be made either in-place or on samples removed from the structure. The CSP
does not require ex¡rosure of the sample to any ionic solutions that may react with thc concrete.
Samples do not have to be fully saturated. However, the mçasured conductivityneeds to be
normalized to 100% saturation using the dielectric pennittivity data. The use of a range of
frequencies allows for variation in the depth of influence ofthe probe, which can be used to
adapt to field conditions and to the presence ofreinforcement. The CSP is applicable to the
evaluation of newþ constructed conçrete as well as to concrete that has been in setvice. the
technology for making the mçasurement is currently available and ready for use in this
application

The program described in this report has involved experimentation and data evaluation using a
prototype Conductivity Spectrum Probe (CSP). Concrete samples for testing were provided by
W. R. Grace,Inc. as part oftheir ongoing concrete evaluatíonprograrn- The objective ofthe
program has been to evaluate the relationship of the CSP data to concrete mix t¡pe. Mthin a
given mia the objective was to evaluate the relationship between CSP data and directly
measured chloride permeability.

1.2 Background

Compressive she,ngth and water-to-çement ratio havç long been used as measurements of the
quatity of çoncrete, and as a basis for laying down specífications and guidelines for structural
desþ and proportiening concrete mirtures. Permeability ofconcrete tq chlorides and other
destructive material, although grçatly affected by these two åctors, has not been used in the
specifications due to difficulties in measurement

Researchers have noted incor¡sisteircies within the Rapitl Chloride Permeability Test itsclt, and
incornpatibilities or lack ofcorrelation between the Rgpid Chloride Permeabifity Test and The
90-Day Ponding Test. Inconsistencies within the Rapid Chloride Permeability Test itself include
variable resufts when certain miqerat admixtures such as silica fume are included in the concrete
mixture. A warning within the AASHTO and ASTM tests states that the use ofcalcium nitrite in
the concrete mixtr¡reõould produce misleading results. Other warnings state that the presence of
reinforcing steel or other electrically conductive material may significantty atrect the test results.
The Rapid Chloride Permeability Test specification notes tbat copcrete treated with penetrating
sealers may indicate low chloride ion penetration by the Rapid Chloride Permeabiþ Test but
higher chloride ion penetration ttran by the 90-Day Ponding Test.

NCHRP69 Dgvs-mr,mrr m n Coouctrvrrv Sprgrnrnr Prone Fh.¡elRpor
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The Rapid Chloride Permeability Test is based on measuring the charge passed thnoughout
hardened concrete under standardized conditions. This parameter is influencçd by the electrical
resistivity of the concrete, u¡hich can tle significantþ altered by various chemical admixtures and

additives (i.e., fly ash, silica firme, corrosion inbibitors, etc.) and mix proportions whiçh have no
direct relationship to the permoability ofthe concrete. Therefore, there is a need to deveþ a
method ofprediction (withrespeot to cbloride penetration) independent of mix proportions and
components,

Resea¡chers have found a better reþtionship between The 90-Day Ponding Test and actual field
performance. This test procedwe can easiþ distinguish between the good quality concrete made
with low w/c ratio conõrete and a poor quality concrete made ïvith high w/c ratio and other
additives. Although the Ponding Test is generally regarded as an appropriate test, it takes a lons
time to get results (90 days) for conventional concrete and may take coæiderably longer for hþh
performance concrçte. The 90-day ponúing period considered sufficiently long when the test was
initially adopted by AASHTO' but less appropriate vvith todays low w/c, high performance

concretes mixes for todals high performance concretes

Finally, both of these tests a¡e noted as being for evaluation of materials for research and desþ
pu{poses; neither one is specificalþ noted as appropriatg for acceptance or rejection ofconcrete
based on rçsistance to chloride ion penetration. The inconsistencies with the Rapid Chloride
Permeabitity Test and the length oftime required for the Ponding Test suggest that neither is
suitable for use in conshuction specificatíons for accqltance or rejection of conctete. Rather, a
reliable, consistent test that can be compleled in a shorter time period is needed for this
application. As a resultn a need has ernerged to deveþ a practical test, and to use this test tg
define a measurable limit on the perrreability of,new concrete to chloride ions. In order to
appreciate this need, and to develop a bas'is for the proposed CSP method, the following
paragraphs reviewthe two existing rnethods in further detail.

There have been efforts to irryrove the Rapid Permeabilitytest $'ith some modifications suchas.
using voltage other than 60 V, use of AC source rather than DC, correlating onþ the 'tnrttal

current passed withthe degree ofpermeabiþ, and directþ measuring the chloride çrossed the
specimen by a chloride selective elecüode.c

All thcse methods have one thing in common, which is to correlate conductivity or resistivity of
concrete with its permeability. This is a valid approach since both diffirsion of chlorides into
concrete and corrosion of steel are electrochemical processes that are ditectly a function of
concrete permeability. Such processes in porous media are strongþ ínfluenced by the hydraulic
connectivþ ofpore structure, the srength ofelectrostatio field due to the dissolved ions, the
characteristics ofthe pore surface, temperature, and level of saturation. Energizing the chloride
ions or other ions by inducing an external potential is the major cause of all discrepancies
observed. Aproposed CSP method that takes advantage ofthe conductivity of concrete without
all the side efects should be an optimum solution for measuring the permeability of concrete.

1.3 Description of Concept

The Conductivity Spectrum Probe (CSP) is a surface contact device which can me¿rsure both the
conductivity and dielectric pennittivity ofa material over a qpecified range offrequencies. The
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nrcru¡urement can be made in-place or on samples removed fromthe concrete. It does not require
exposure of the sample to any ionic solutions.

The basic idea of the method is that the frequency spectrum of dielectric pemrittivity and
conductivity includes information not only about the ability for chlorides to penetrate the
coûcrete, but also about the degree of safr¡ration, the presence of admixtures, and the influence of
reinforcing steel. The probe is capable of conducting rneasurement over a range of frequencies.
The use of a range of frequencies allows for òensitivity to variation in the depth of influence of
the probe, which can be used to adapt to field conditions and to the presence ofreinforcement.
Also, the conductivity spectn¡m provides a complete pattern of data, rathe¡ than a single 'øalue,
for each concrete mi¿ and thus has the potential to provide more information than is av¿ilable
from current methods. With the CSP, electrical measurements can be performed on thc concrete
in-place, without coring. Measurements on cores în the lab are also possible. The measued
perrriuivity and conductivity spectra along with âpplopriate data processing software, would be
used to predict the chloride ion penetration of the concrete.

The measurement appæatus consists of a radio-frequency (RF) near-ñeld probe, a step-frequency
transnitter/receiver (TlR) unit, directional coupler,laptop computer and analysis software. A
system block diagram of the CSP measurement apparatus is shown in Figure 1. A detailed view
of the RF ne¿r-field probe is shoum in Figure 2. Essentially, the probe consists of an open-
cnded coaxial witha diameter of 10.0 cm (l). Theprobe is similar inconcept to
dielectric probes that are available commercially, for example fromHewlettJackard. However,
the probe is larger than mos commercial probes and is especially designed to average the effects
of large-grain heterogeneity's that are present in mqrry concrete mixh¡res.

Neø-Field
RFProbe

Muchworkhas beendone onthe anaþsis ofthis probe (2, 3) andnumericalrcdels for
analyzngthe response of the probe for væious m¿terials have been developed (4). Data
inversion techniques for extracting the dielectric pemrittívity and conductivity of the 'test
media" ûom the measurement data are avulable (5).

NCHRP69 DËvg.cm,m{r cr e Ccn¡ouctrvrry SpncRur,rPnosp FTSALREæT
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Figfrre 2 - Deøils ofNear-feld RF Frobe

The transmitter/receiver (T/R) unit for fhe research and evaluation purposes ofthis program
was a standard HP modet Hp 8753D Network Analyzen It is primariþ a piece ofresearch
equipment, hrt it serves the basic purposes of demonstrating the feasibility ofthe CSP concept.
For fin¿l prototype development (Phase II), a stand-aione T/R can bc obtained. For e:ømple,
Coleman Research Inc., (Orlando, FL) has developed a TIR Unit as part of a stepped frequency
Earth-Penetration Radar knaging System (EPRIS) that was developed-uder DOD and DOE
fundíng. The system, intended primarily for underground irnagíng, has a ûequency of 80 MIIz to
1000 MIIZ and an ouþut power level of 5 mW. Since the frequency range and power level size

and weight are suitable for our applicatiortr we used thís TIR unit for our application. Thc EPRIS
step-frequency T/R unit is contained in a 7 x9 x4 inch ABS plastic enclosuren weighs only a few
pounds, and is run on batteries. The unit contains a RF synthesizer and digital processing
electronics for extracting and digitiang the RF data- Connections to the TIR utit include a RF
transmit (ouþut) connection, a RF receive (inpuÐ connectiorç and a digital data output port. The
digital data was then be sent to a laptop PC for analysiS. The EPRIS T/R urlit dernonshates the
feasibility and availability of implementing a compact and lightweight T/R unit to replace the
Network Analyzer in a prototSpe device, and the use of suc-h a unit in the PhaseÏ prototlpe
made the CSP system portable and convenicnt to use for comrnçrcial field pu{poses.

A directional coupler was needed for converting the RF near-field probe, a single-port device,
to anEPRIS qpe TlRurit, since it is a dual-port device. Essentiall¡ the directional coupler
allows thc transmítted signal from the T/R unit to pass through directly to the near-field probe.
The reflected signal from the probe is then separated from the transmitted signal by directional
coupler and passed to the T/R receiver input, rather than routing the signal back to the
transmitter. The IIP has its own directional coupler, so such a device was note needed for the
initial testing.

A laptop computer is used to extract digital data from the Network Anal¡zær, and ultimately
ûom the protot¡rpe T/R unit. The laptop coryuter is also used to calibrate the measurements and
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convert the raw measurement data to frequency-dependent dielectric permittivity and
conductivity valuçs. Thesc curyes wü ultimatety be usçd to estimate the chloride diffi$ivity.

The complex dielcctric permittivity is computed from the magnitude and phase data produced by
the equipment described above. The imaginary part of the complex permiuivity is directly
proportional to conductivity, and serves as direct measure of the concrete's susceptibility to
chloride penetration The rçal part of the complex permittivity, or dielectric constrants, is a

function of the degree of saturation ofthe conçrete.

The CSP concept is based qn the same principle used by the Rapid Chloride Permeability Test,
but the CSP approach can potentially provides much rhore informatiorU and can be implemented
without sorre ofthe Rapid Chloride Permeabiþ Test limitations. A considerable atnount of
research has been carried out to evaluate the conductivity and dielectric permittivity of côncrete,
which served as a basis for processing CSP dat¿. The reported research includes analytic models
and experiments on concrete samples. Most of the reported work has considered measurement
frequencies, which range fiom 100 ktlz to 3 GI{z. Al-Qadi et. al. (6) ba"s shown conductivÍty and
dielectric spectra in the range of 0.1 to 40.1 MtIz for curing concrete, and has q-uartified the
influence of cbloride on these spectra. Mlson and Whittington (7) and Olp; Otto, et. aL (8) lnve
made measurements from I to 100 MIIz onconcrete samples during the first 24 hours of crnlng.
Theír results show the influçnce ofthe curing process on the concrete conductivity and dielectríc
permittívity. All ofthe above work used a transmission line technique in which the sample of,
material is place.d in a holder, whichbecomes a part ofthe fuansmission line. Otto, Chew, et. al.
(9) have developed a probe which can make the same measutements, but requiring only single-
sided access. It iS this work that produced the dielectric probe that was used in the reported work.

The theoretical models generally consider the concrete as an aray of interconnected pores,
whose conductivity is relæed to their volume fraction and thc size distribution of solid particles.
However, it is known that the tortuousity and conshictivity of the pore structure affects both the
conductivity and the penetration ofchloride. Northwood and MacDonald (IQ lwve proposed a

method that compares thç measured conductivity to a predicted value in order to quantify the
tortuorsþ and constrictivity of the pore structure. This ratio produces what is called a
'T-ithological Factor'", which can be used to determine the real ditrusivity ofconcrote from a
predicted value. The paper deveþs a relationship between the conductivit¡r and the diffi¡sivity
lithological factors and suggests this as ¿ a1@eñs of determining difttsivity from conductivity
measurements. This method represents a means of data interpretation tlat wilt be considered in
coqiunction with the CSP method.

Ordinaril¡ the presence of reinforcement can distort a conductivity measurement. The advantage
ofthe CSP method is that the range of frequencies uscd represents a range of depth penetration
If the steel is 1.5 inches dor¡rm from the surface of the sanrple, then it is desirable to focus on the
top 1.5 inches ofconcrete. In the field, one can make several measrnements at different positions
relative to rebar placement. Since the (horizontal) location ofthe rebar for each measuremeht
will be diftlerent, the portion ofthq spectrum which is affected by reinforcement can be ignored,
and the data can focus on the shallowpenetrating higher frtquencies

Thcre are a number of theoretical constitutive models tbat relate the composition of concrete to
the conductivity and dielectric properties. Using such models, Halabe, et. al. (11) øs shown that
both the conductivity and dielectric pennittivity of conçrete vary almost linearly with deg¡ee of
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saturation. E4periments caried out by l{alabe et. al partially confirmed these findings. Bell and

Leonards (12) similæ experimental work 30 years ago reached the same conclusion regarding
the dielectric perrnittivity. This means tl:øt aconductivity measurement m¿de on uosâturated
concrete can be scaled up to an equivalent value for fully saturated çoncrete by using the
dielectric permiuivity as a measure of degree of saturation This capability is particularly
valuable for high performancç çoncrete where full saturation is difficult to achiçve.

2. Description of Research

2.1 Objectives

The goal ofthis Phâse I effort has been to evaluate the viabitity and accuracy of the CSP concept
for the measurement of concrete permeability by collecting and evaluating C"S data on control
concrpte specimens covering a range of concrete parameters. The specific objective has beento
identify a predictable conelation, which can be implemented into automated processing software
for aprototJrpç CSF device. Once this goal is achieved, specifications can be prepared for a
protot¡pe commercial device, whichwould be tested in Phasç tr.

The plan for achieving these goals included (a) preliminary þstiog; (b) testing on controlled
samples, and (c) testing on concrete slabs. The objective ofthe preliminary testing was to ensure
that reasonable dalacanbe collected usirg the CSP measurement arraqgement. The objective of
the testing on controlled samples was to establish relat-ionshþs betrveen the CSP ouþut, mix
design, and directly measured chloride perneability. The objective of data collection on slabs
wås to inve$ígate spatial variability and to investigate the influence of reinforcing steel The
following sections describe these tests in fi¡rther det¿il.

2.2 General Testing Arraigements

Testrng ofthe CSP involves rneasurements using anetwork analyzßt. The network analyzer is a
higbty sensitive device whose output must be regularlycalibnated to know conditions. Standard
usç ofthe network analyznr includes calibrations with a 50 ohm load, an open circuit, and a short
círcuit. These tests are ca¡ríed out with the appropriate test terminals collected to the en{ ofthe
measurement cable. The results of these calibrations are directly incorporated into the instrument
and used for all zubsequent neasurçments.

Oncc the instrunrent with cable was calibrate{ the probe was attached to the cable and the
foflowing additional calibrations were conducted:

a) Short circuit;
b) Brass cavity;
c) Aluminumcavity;
d) Combined cavity

NCTIRP 69 De\ig,opr,Evr c n Co¡¡nrrrrvrrv SpEgrnuv Pno¡n Fn¡er,Rrpmt
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The results of these calibrations are used in the calculation procedure which converts the
complex impedance data collected bythe network analyzø to the dielecttic permittivityand
conductivity

The above calibrations were carried out prior to each test sequence. In additiou to these

calibrations, tests were carried out with the CSP in contact with water and air. Water and air have
dielectric permittivities of 8l and I respectively. These known permittivity values are used to
check the calculation procedure, and to ensure that the actual results area appropriately bracketed
between these two extremes.

For each test, the network analyzßr was set to measure 101 frequency points in a range between
50 MIIZ and 3 GHz. The result of each test is a complex reflection coefficient (magnittrde and
phase) which was saved as an ASCII file. Algorithms previously developed for extracting
concrete conductivity and dielectric permittivity Êom this complex reflection coefficient were
utilizçd to obtainthe results reported here.

2.3 Preliminary Testíng

Prçliminary testing ofthe CSP was canied out using test samples shown inFigrne 3. The
objective of the preliminary testing was to obtain experie,nce \üith the measurement and dat¿
procçsring techniques, and to identifi any issues of concern for the subsequent test program-
Preliminarv tests were conducted on existÍng reçtangulsr samples of conçrete provided by W. R
Grace. The samples had the following proper[ies:

stone max sizæ3/8",
sand fineness modulus 2.62,
sp. 912.6l,

The airlslunry/unit weight for each individuat sample were rß follows:

Sarrær¡ An. SLTTMP Ur,¡rrWercrrr Ft
Nurr¿sen (%) ,(NçlÐs) (Lss/.Fr?) . (lsl)

148
t42
147

Two ofthese samples had reinforcing steel, and the third Q5296) had nonc. Tests were ca¡ried
out with the probe located at sçveral positions along each concrete saryle * 3 positions (left
edge, center, and right edge) along each ofthe top, siiCe, and bottom of each sarnple. The results
varied with position ofthe probe as would be expected due to the different geometríc
arangement and proximity of bounda¡ies. The tests taken in the center of each frce were used
for reference, since these were furthest from the boundaries. A tpical result is shown in Figure
4.
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Sarnples (top) and Testing Overall Setup withNefwork Anaþzer

{igrEe 3 - Prelipinary Testing of Çoncrete Sa¡nples using the CSP

The results on Figure 4 are t¡'pical of the pattem shown for all of these tests. The conductivity ís
presented in S/rq which refers to siemens/meter. (Siemens are an SI unit of conductívity,
formerþ referred to as mhos and equivalent to obms-I.) Note that the sarnple without steel shows

both a lower permiuivity and conductivity. However, there a¡e other features that disting¡tish
these mixes from one another, so no general conolusions can be reached.

The prelimínary tests concluded that the measuréments could be reasonably and consistently
madg and that the processed daøproduced values which were within a range of expectation
The tests also indicated th¿t the results were sensitive to the position ofthe probe relative to the
sample boundary.

NCHRP 69 Dgvq,ær\mrr æ e Co¡oucrrvrrv SmcrmnÁ Pnose Fn¡¿¡.Rrpær
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2.4 Sample Testing Program

Testing was caried out on 44 samples representing four different mortar mixes. The for¡r mixes
tested represent two w/c ratios, one mix with silica fitme, and one mix with fly ash. Table I
shows the properties ofthe four mixes.

Table I - Properties ofthe Fopr Tested Mixeq

llID(# wlc Cetvrnr¡rFlcron
¡xr:¡rdr

SAND
rxcÁrr3l

Pozzor,rx
frc/nfl

1 0.485 500 1375 0

2 0.40 559 1375 0

3 0.485 392 1375 98 (fly ash)

4 0.485 456 l37s 40 (silicatume)

The samples, provided by W.R Grace, were 6 inchdiameter aîd7 inches high fvvs reinforcing
bars were placed transverse to the sample axis, one I inch from the base, and one 3 inch from the
top. The top two inches of each sample was thenremoved by saw cutting and saved for fttrne
refere,nce testing. After saw cutting, the top of thc sample was I inch above the top rebar. The
top of each sarryle was then exposed to 3Yo chloride solution by ponding inside with a Plexiglas
berm- The samples \ilere monitored electrically, and the test was finished whenthe electrical
readings indicated that corrosíon had begun at the top rebar. Once the test was finished, the
concrete was evaluated for the chloride content profile as a fr¡nction of sample depth-

Figure 5 shows the 5 inch [þh portion ofthe samples as they were being exposed to the chloride
solution Figure 5(a) shows the samples on araok with the cleetrode connection to the top and
bottom rebar of each sample. The onset of corresion was detected by monitoring the potential
across these connectors. Figure 5(b) shows the details of the ponding arangement.

CSP readings were made on the 2 inch higlr cap portions removed from these samptes. The
group ofthese samples is shown inFigrre 6. Each sãmple was tested as shown in Figure 7. The
saoples were set on a base of dry Nevada sand. The sand provided a homogeneous base

condition which afforded repeâtable measurenents. Earlier tests with the samples stacked on one

another showed that the contact condition at the bqse had an influence on the results, and this
finding led to the sand bed arrangement.

A thin plastic sheet was placed on top of the sand so that, for the wet samples, there would be no
moisture transfer ûom the sample into the sand. Six measurements were ca¡ried out on each

sample, threc on each face. The three measuremçnts on each frçe were taken a,fter the probe was

moved and repositioned. These repeat measurements were intended to provide some neasure of
variability and scatter. The two åces were tested to account for variability of the concrete
properties with depth. Also, the top face of each sanple was the finished frce, and has surfrce
conditions that were likety to differ from the interior face. A ceûteríng ring, shown in Figure 7,

was used to ensure that the probe was reasonably centered onthe åce ofthe sarrple for each

measurement.

Each measruement produced a datafile, containing the real and imaginary part of the irnpedance

ofthe probe at the concrete interface. This irnpedarlce is reported as a firnction of frequency, with

NCHRP69 DEvE ülvm,rr oÊ A CoNDucrrwff SrrcrnuM Pnosr Ffqe¡,Rpær
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100 frequencypoints ranging from 50 to 3000 MIIZ. This data was thenprocessed to yield the
conductivity and dielectric permittivity ofthe sample. A sample processed result ofthis testing is
shown in Figure 8.

(a) Ponded Sarnples on Testing Rack

(b) Individual Sample Showing Ponding Arrangement

Figure 5 - Sarr.rplçs Subject to Chloride Solution Ponding

NCHRP69 D¡rry-æue¡rr u e Coroucrrvrrv Sprsnrurl Pnoen Fhser,Rrpær
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Figure,6 - Cap Sapples Used for CSP Testing

The samples were tested under three diserent moisture coûditions---oven dried, fully çaturated,
and partially saturated. The oven dry samples were heated in a laboratory oven for a period of 72

hours prior to testing. Once they were tested,lhe sampfes"were placed in a water bath for 6 days,

and then tcsted immediately after being removed from the water battr" Finally, the samples n¡ere

allowed to partially dry undçr amhient laboratory conditions for 3 days and tested agafi-

Devn-æì,ßrü ø e Ccxotrrrvrrv Sprsrntn¿ PnonrNCHRP69 Fn¡ALRFORT
Novn'æm.22,2002hvrR¡snxsnn INc., AnrrNcrcnq MAo2476 pncp 13
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(a) Overall Setup withNetwork Analyzer, Test Sarnple, and Test Bed

(b) Saryle in Test Bed

Figure 7 - Testipg Concrete Cap Samples

DnvH.mvrmû o ¡r Ccnqnrrrvrrv SppcrRtitrPnæeNCHRP69 Flv¡r,Rlffir
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Figure I - Spmple ofProcessed Data for One Test Specimen

The test results shown in Figure 8 is t¡pical for these tests. The result represents a plot of 100

frequency points ranging from 50 MIIz to 3 GIIz. The left CIris is the rçlative dielectric
permittivity, a dimensionless number répresenting the ratio ofthe dielectric permittivity ofa
given materíal to that of a vacuurn The dielectric perrnittivity is a measure ofthe ability of a
mediumto displace (rather than conduct) electric charge. By definitiorU the relative dielectric
permittivity of air is l. Alsö, the relative dielectric permittivity of water is 81. Therefore,

moisture content has a significant irrpact on relative dietectric permittivity. Values ofthe rel¿tive

dielectric permittivity typicatly frIl in a range of 3-16 for most common materials. The Figure 8
plot shows that the dielectric permittivity varies sharply between 50and 500 MHz, but is
relafively uniform from 500 MfIz to 3 GlIz.

The right Ðds is the conductivity, whiú is measured ín siemens/meter. Siemens is the SI unit of
conductivity, and is the inverse ofthe ohms. The conductívity of a material is a measure ofthe
ability of a substance to transfer electrical charge. For porous solids like concreúe, the

conductivtty is heavily influence by the connectivity ofthe pores and the presence of a
conductive fluid inthe pores. This is why conductivity bas been found to be a good measure of
chforide permeability. The conductivity is also frequency dqrendent, increasing until a nærimum
isreached between 1.5 and 2.0l{z.

Table 2 shows typic4l numerical ouþut fiom a series of tests of cap samples for a given mix A
plot ofthis data is shown in Figure 9.
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Table 2 - Conductivity Data from Multiple Samples of Mi+ 4

DEVE @À,m,m oF e Ccn¡oucnrvrrv SpscrRrJM PRoes FhSALREPRT
Novqræm.22,2fi)2

0.æ37 0.0178 0.0185 0.0257 0.0214 0.0239 0.0185 0.0075 0.0260 0.0093 0.0046
0.0354 Q.0217 0-0208 0-0269 0.0234 0.0260 0.02r'3 0.0109 0.0268 0.0127 0.0071
0.ü00 0.0259 0.0236 0.0294 0-02il 0.0291 0.0263 0.0139 0.0295 0.0158 0.0092
0.0438 0.m91 0.0251 0.0311 0-0283 0.0311 0.0293 0.0160 0.0314 0.0181 0.0105
0.0474 0.0320 0.a271 0.0329 0.0301 0.0332 0.0324 0.0177 0.0332 0.0201 0.0120
0.0508 0-0349 002E4 0.0345 0-0317 0.034e 0-03s0 0.0198 0.0351 0.0218 0.0131
0.0531 0.&!70 0-0298 0.0360 0-0329 0.0363 0.0371 0.0209 0.0362 0.0233 0.0144
0.0557 0.ff186 0.0302 0.0368 0.0338 0.0374 0.0389 0.0222 0.0371 0.02¡t6 0.0153
0.0589 0.0413 0.0325 0.0386 0.0356 0.0389 0.0414 0.0238 0.0393 0.0265 0.0163
0.0620 0.0434 0.0335 0.0402 0-0372 0.0405 0.043s 0.0257 0.0407 0.0281 0.0175
0.0651 0.0459 0_0353 0.0423 0.0393 0.0425 0-0461 0.0274 0.0430 0.0303 0.0186
0.0675 0.974 0.0360 0.0433 0.û102 0.0435 0.0480 0.0285 0.0440 0.0313 0.0196
o.o724 0.0502 0.0391 0.0453 0-0433 0.0473 0.0522 0.0311',0.0/.76 0.0341 0.0215
0.0836 0.0582 0-MT7 0.0560 0-0532 0.0566 0.0610 0.0371 0.0587 0.0414 0.0263
0.0921 0.0639 0.0563 0.0ô56 0.0618 0.0657 0.0683 0.042ô 0.0ô74 0.0462 0.0297
O.1o12 o-O725 0.0647 0.0729 0.0671 0.0758 0.07¿1fl 0.0474 0.0772 0.0530 0.0347
0.1068 0.0783 0-0675 0.0801 0.0091 0.0776 0,0785 0.0506 0.0795 0.0551 0.0t81
0.f0û1 0.07¿fg O-05eì 0.0716 0.O59't 0.ffi78 0.0741 0.04fi 0.m98 0.0525 0.0356
0.0955 0.0678 0.U99 0.0604 0-0515 0.ffi02 0.068Í¡ 0.0427 0.0ô21 0.0473 0.0309
0.0934 0.æ49 0-0/.74 0-0584 0-0517 0.0603 0.0683 0.0390 0.0591 0.0437 0-0272
0.0955 0.0852 0:O493 0.0609 0.0556 0.0627 t.0710 0.0374 0.0612 0.0429
0.1f50 0.0791 0.0677 0.0773 0.0780 0.0835 0.0872 0.0483 0.0814 0.0555 0.0317
0.1415 0.1012 0-0948 0.1083 0-1086 0.1144 0-112S 0.æ59 0.1114 0.0715 0.0444
t1708 0-1277 0.1269 0.140û 0.1378 0-1495 0.1405 0.0884 0.1417 0.0992
0.1930 0.1546 0.1493 0.1660 0.1549 0.1663 0.1608 0.1089 0.16,44 0.1212
0.2063 0.1687 0-r55A 0.1736 01581 0.1675 0.1696 0.12u3 0.1702 0.1333 0.A972
0;.2117 0.1757 0"1559 A.fi29 0-1581 0.1673 0-f7¡18 0.1306 0.1694 0.1423 0j062
0.2102 0.1761 0.1532 0.1673 0-1603 0.1669 0_1789 0_1352 0.1654 0.1468 0.1125
0-2162 0-1794 0.1584 0.1695 0.1676 0.1774 0.1854 0.1419 0.1728 0.1535 0.1197
û.2158 0.r8r5 t 1636 A.fiTt t.1711 0.18ffi 0-1891 0.1491 0.17n û.1593 0.1289
0.2090 0.1730 0.1577 0.1649 0.1638 0.1747 0-18¿f6 0.1491 0.12@ 0.1568 0.1316
0.2066 0.1683 0.1587 0.1601 0-1672 9.1774 0_1848 O.1ß? 0.1701 0.1579 0.1354
0.æ40 0-f652 0_1638 0.1651 0.f726 0.1837 0.1829 0.1508 0.1749 0.1567 0.1396
0.2f07 0.1691 0_1776 0.1843 0.178ô 0.1994 0.1908 0.1558 0.1893 0.1607 0.1456
0.2151 0.1'162 0.1818 0.1984 0.1627 0.1853 0_1935 0.1612 0.1927 0.1638 0.1523
9.2t73 A1787 0.f538 0.1786 A.t282 0.1515 0.1786 0.1576 0.1600 0.f594 0.1531
0.1816 0.1687 0.1149 0.1379 0.0999 0.1117 0.154Í1 0.1476 0.1202 0.1466 0.f494
0.1535 9.1407 0,0832 0.0972 0.0851 0.0918 0.1306 0.1317 0.0858 0.f28Ë¡ 0.1386
0,1283 0.1175 0.07¡t5 0.0733 0.1019 0.0978 A-12æ 0.1222 0.0729 0.1163 0.1294
0.1190 0.0965 0.0941 0_0775 0.1399 0.1328 0.12æ 0.f 157 0.0920 0.1098 0.1242
0.139û 0-0932 û-1360 0.1261 0-f552 0.1653 0-1395 0.1200 0.1399 0.1185 0.1262
o.f56f¡ 0.1130 0-1356 0.1531 0-1089 0.1370 0.1456 0.1319 0.1416 0.f297 0.1328
0.1477 0.119¿ 0,0824 0-1039 0.M06 O.O737 0.1153 0.1296 0.08¡14 0.1224 0.1353

0.0188
0.02r3
0-02,L5
o.9267
0.0289
0.0309
0.0324
0,0337
0.0357
0.0375
0.0396
0.0408
0.0440
0.0527
0.0600
0.0674
0_0710
0_0Êr7
0.0579
0.0558
0.0569
0.0732
0.0980
0.1260
a.1475
0-1566
0_1604
o.1612
0.1674
0.1718
0.1668
0.16æ
0.1690
o-17U
0.r802
0.1643
0.f394
0.1151
0.1051
o.1114

:13?6

0_1351

0.1050

0.0217
0.0240
0.0272
0.0293
0.0316
0.0335
0.0350
0.0361
0.0382
0.0399
0.M20
o-0432
û.04er
0_0559
0.0641
0.o721
0.0758
0.0680
0.0600
0_0586
0.0608
0.0792
aJa74
0.f3r/
0.1595
0.1661
0.1677
0.1669
o.17æ
0.1767
0.r698
0.1695
0.1726'
o.18/.2
4.18É'2
0.1614
o.1297
0.1021
0.094{}
0.1081
s-{3el
0-r335
o.0885

50
109
168

47
286
345
404
463
522
581
640
699
758
817
876
935
994
1053
1112
1171
123A
1289
13,18
1407
f466
1525
1584
1643
1702
1761
r820
1879
1938
1997
2056
2115
2174
?233
usz
2351
2410
2ß9
2528
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Figure 9 - Mix 4: Satut?ted Results for Conductivity

Thç results for the multipte samples ofthe same mix shor¡m in Figure 9 exûibit similar behavior.

However, tbree of the group appear as outliers. Additional testing revealed that the data for these

outliers was repeatable, leading to the conclusion that the behavior was associated with the
properties ofthe samples themselves rather than associated withthe measurement arrangement.

EValuation of the data collected on the two faces of,each sample revealed that the most cQnsistent

dat¿ was collected at the bottonr, where the saryle had been s¿w cut from the origínal cylinders.

The top surfrce ofthe sampte was rough due to the concrçte finishing and curing, and did not
produce results which appeared to be very sensitive to the exact placement ofthe probe.

Consequently, fwther data analysis was confined to the data collectcd at the saw-cut bottom of
each sanple

For anaþsis in whichthe average conductivity or perrnittivity of a saryle was sought, these

outliers were removed from the avorage. This leads to an "adjusted average" as shown in the last

column of Table 2-

2,1 Testing on Plain and Reinforced Concrete Slabs

Testing was caried out on plain and reinforced concrete slabs to evaluated the influence both of
the slab georetry and assess the reinforcing steel on thç CSP measurement. A series oftest slabs

NCHRP69 flevn@À,ßNrq n Co.¡orÊrrvrrr SrngrnlrLr Pnose htrAr,RFæT
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were at the W. R Grace facility in Cambridge, Massachusetts were made available for this
testing. Figure l0 shows the testing setup for the slab tests.

(a) Setup for Slab Tests

(b) CSP on Concrete Slab

Figure 10 - Tests qn Concrete Slabç

The slab tests were conducted alorrg a series of survey lines. Survey lines were established
parallel and perpendicular to the long axis of the slab. Measurements wete made at I inch
spacing along a survey line. The püpose ofthis spacing was to investigate the variability ofthç
measurement and its relationship to the homogeneity oftlre material. For the reinforced sections

Devsx.@lßNr æ.t Coxoucrrvrrv Spncrnu¡,r Pnosg Fl¡nrReonr
Novnrmen22,2002
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a second objective was to investigate the influence of reinforcement. With a survey line

perpendicular to the a¡ris of reinforcement, and reinforceme,lrt typicalty spac4 at 6 inches, the

bSÞ measute-"nts would occur at several different positions relative to the location ofthe
reinforcement. Ifthe reinforcernent had an influçnce on the CSP reading, this would be evident

in the pattern of measured data along the suwey line.

Table 3 presents a description ofthe slabs that were tested and the survey lines that were covered

for the individual slabs.

Table 3 - Despription of Slab Tqsts

Sr¿n# DrscnnrroN SrnvevLrNe Rm{roncnrc Dnscr¡ox

1 lvfix l, small aggregate IA
IB

yes

no

longitudinal

tongihrdinal

2 Mix 2, large aggregate 2A
2B

2C

yes

yes

no

longitudinal

transverse

longitudinal

3 Mix 3, large aggregate 3A

3B

no

yes

longitudinal

longitudinal

5 Mix 5, large aggregate 5A
5B

yes

no

longitudinal

longitudinal

3. Description of Test Results

3.1 CSP Tsting of Cylindrical Mortar Samples

As discussed in Section 2, samples were tested intbree different moisture states: oven dry,
saturated, and atr dried after saturation The thírd state was intended to represent partial
s¿turation-

Figures 11 and 12 show theconductft¡ity and perrrittivity resuhs for the four mixes under the -

thee moisture conditions. The resutts represent the adjusted average result for muttiple samples

ofthe same mix.

The results show that the conductivity and dielectric permittivity are most sensitive to mix t¡'pe

in the saturated state. This is eryected, since mturation mærimizes both the conductivity and the

dielectric permittivity. Onthe other han{ there is very little difference among the fow dlfferent

nüçs in the ove,lr-dry støte.

Amongst the data in the saturated state, the high w/c ratio mix with no additives (Ml* l) showed

the highest conductívity, while the silica fume mix (t!6K 4) showed the lowest conductivþ. This

introduction of silica fume is known to decrease the perrneability of the concrete. The

NCHRP69 IÞvn cpvpr.rror aCcnlu,¡crrvrrvSpscmurvrPnoBE Fb¡¿rReonr
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conductivity values for the low water cement ratio mix Mix 2) and the fly ash mix (Mix 3) fall
in between those ofthe other mixes.

The dielectric permittivity results ofFigure 12 foltow a somewhat different.pattern for the four
mixes. Mix 3, with the hi.gh water cemeût ratio and the fly ash additive has the highest
permiuivity, while Mix 2 withthe low water cement ratio and no additives showed the lowest
permiaivity- Since the dielectric permittivities ofthe samples were equal when dry, the change in
dielectric perrrittivity due to safuration will be primarily señsitive to quatrtþ ofmoisture, which
intt¡m is a function ofpore volume. This indicates that the Mix 3 h¿s the highest porosity, and
Ì\ûx2 has the lowest porosity. Note that porosity does not necessarily correlate with
permeability, since permeability is more a function of the connectivity ofthe poros rather that the
voh¡me ofthe pores,

The results ofFigure 11 indicate that, using l\fix I as a referenceo the additives (Mixes 3 and 4)
have a more significant effect on the reduction of conductivity than the lower water cement
ration (Mix 2). Assuming the correlation of conductivíty with chloridc permeability, the
statement would be tnre regarding the influence of these addltives on chloride perrneability.

DgvH,@ti,ffi'fr c e Ccnqouc-rrvrrv Spscrnr¡rlr PnosE Fru¡rRrBcnr
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3.2 Chloride Penetration (Ponding) Tests

The chloride permeability for each sample was calculated from the ponding test results . Table 4

stmmarizes tñese resdtJ. The table presents the basis for calculation ofthe effective diffusivity,
Dsff, which is obtained by anaþzing the chloride concentrations at various depths, after the

sample is exposed.

Table 4 .Results of Chloride PondirH Teçts

Smple ID D.n

Days in
testing

started to Calculated Cl at the rebar (20 mm)

corrode when corrosion started after test is completed

"-% days days lbslvd3 kplmS lbs/vd3 kslrnj
Mix I

1B

IF
1H
II
IJ
IK
1L

2-02F-07

1.969F.07
4.s32E.47
3.752F.07
3.tt6B-07
2.109F'07
2.tt5E-07

52

94
87

108

45

87

74

42
7l
7l
98

35
7l
63

3.68

8.73

t3.96
12.70

4.49

6.48
8.67

2.18
s.18
8.28

7.53

2.66

3.85
5.14

5.70
I1.60
16.70

14.20

5.70

7.60
10.00

3.38
6.88

9.91

8.42

3.38

4.51

5.93

Mix 2
2L r.027F.-07 87 77 3.73 2.21 3.42 2.03

Mix 3
3C
3E
3F

3H
3I

3M
3N

3.827F.07
7.806E.-07

1.167E-06
1.383E-07

3.682E-07
1.022F46
2.826E47

31

45

T7

94
3l
10

38

21

35

7

78
2l
3

28

2.90
6.r7
2.50

4.35
0.18

3.21

1.72

3.66
1.48

2.58
0.11

1.91

4.95

9,35

6.80

7.10
4.02

7.00

2.94

5.55

4.Q3

4.21

2.39
4.15

Mix 4
4B
4C
4D
4E
4G
4I
4l
4K
4L
4N
4C
4D
4G
4J

t.2528-07
1.228E.07
1.373E.47

r.7278-07
2.918E.A7
1.8538-07

2.569E47
1.493F47
1.849E-07
t_494F.47
1.228847
1.373E.07
2.788F.47
2.s69F47

141

r40
122

110

3l
90
60

160

92
94
IN
t22
31

60

150

122
tt2
93

2t
77
49
147

76

86
122

tL2
2l
49

10.65

11.02

10.12

8.56
1.62

7.5s
6.48

12.18

7.60
7.26
tL.02
10.12

1.62

6.48

6.32

6.54
6.00

s,08
0.96
4.48

3.8s

7.23

4.51
4.37

6.54

6.00

0.96
3.85

11.60

13.10

1.t.75

10.50

3.50

8.45

8.39

13.47

13.10

tl-75
3.50
8.45

6.88

7.77

6.97

6.23

2.08

5.0r
4.98

7-99

7.77

6.97
2.08

5.01
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Table 4 shows the number of days that each sample was exposed to the chloride solution prior to
thç onset of corrosio& along with the total exposure. The calculation of Dsgalso considers the
initiat concentrations of chloride in the material prior to testrng (not shown qn the tablÐ.

Note that the timç to corrosion is a somewhat random process' and thus the results are highly
variable. The calculated Detris not based on the time to corrosior¡ however, but rather on the
chloride concentration established over the time period of the testing. Nevertheless, tbe Deg
results determined from the ponding tests show a great deal of variability. In several cases the
tests were discontinued due to lack ofonset of corrosion. Inthe case of Mix 2, only one saryle
reached corrosior¡ and consequently only one data point was reported for this point. A number of
points appear to be outliers, such as samples 3F and 3M whose results appear to be almost an
order of magnitude higher than those of other samples in the batch-

3.3 Correlation of CSP Data to Ponding Data

3.3.1 Sample Averages

The CSP data was correlated with the ponding data using overall averages for a given mùr t¡'pe
and using the individual test data. Note that this corrclation is inherently limited by the timited
quantþ ofponding data. Nonetheless, it is bçst to make some comparison to see ifthere are any
trends or promising correlations. Figure 13 shows the relationship between the average
conductivityper mix vs. the average Dsgper mix. The conductivity data is that presented in
Figrre 11 for tle measu¡ements on saturated sarnples. Note that Mix 2 haUl.dy one value in thç
D6g,average. The CSP data has been presented for the three selected frequencies shown These
frequencies were chosen to represent the distinçt ftmges which appeared in the'CSP datå-
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Figure 14 shows similar data relating the relative dietectric pennittivity mçasuredusing the CSP

vs. the diffirsivity. The same three frequencies shown in Fþure 13 are represented here.

r lsE4MHz R2 =0.

r-ßflÌullIz

n-1=

5.OEÆ8 1.0847 1.5847 z.gF"{'I 2.5807 3.08Æ7 3.58"07

Difrrsivþ (cm2lsec)

Figure 14 - Average Saturated Pennittivity vs. Ayerage Demfor Each gf tþe Four Mixes

Note that the CSP conductivity measurements correlate well withthe ponded diffusivity data

only at the higbest (lgg7 mt-jl frequenc¡ The R3 for that line is 0.80. The data at the other two
frequencies show no coneiation The situation is different for the CSP dielectric permittivity
mpasurements. The data in Figure 14 show a good correlation between perrrittivity and ponded

ditrusivity for each of the three selected frequencies.

3.3.2 Individuat Sample Correlations

Ðat¿ for individual sarryles was correlafed tp obtain relationshiFs between CSP nreasurements

of conductivity and perrrittivity, and the diffusivity results obt¿incd from the ponded samples.

The correlation was carried out by mix type. Note that since not all of the ponded samples rryere

available for CSP testing, and since not all of the ponded saryles had useful results, onþ four to
five saryles from each mix were available for this correlation

Figure 15 shows a series ofplots relating CSP conductivity at 1700 MIIZ with dtftsivity. This

frequency was chosenbçcause it is the ap,proximate location of a peak inthe conductivity-
ftquency curve. The plots are presented for both the safurated and partially saturatçd CSP

measgrements- No plots are available for Mix 2 because thcre is only one diffusivity data point.
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The results ofFigure 15 show some correlation between conductivity and diffirsivity for Mix I
and Mix 3 in the-saturated conditior¡ and for Mix 1 inthç partialty saturated condition Mix 4

does not show a correlation, and the trend is in the opposite direction from what would be

elçected.

Figure 16 shows similar resuhs for dielectric permittivþvs. ditrusivity. The Figure 16 data frils
to-reveal any consistent correlation betrveen these two meâsurements on a sarnple by sarqple

basis.

3.4 Results of Slab Testing

Dat¿ fiomthe test slabs was processed to reveal spatíal variability of the dat¿ collected by the

CSP. The advantage of the slab tests is that they are independent of the sample boundarics, and

tlrey represent actual conçrete as cast in place.

The slab data analysis was sirrdlar to the cylinder data analysis. For each measurement point,

conductivity and permittivity was calculated as a function of frequency. Since there was a

sequerice of measwement points spaced at onç inctU the data at a given fiequency was plotted as

a function of dista¡rce. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17 presents e:ømple conductivity vs. distance plots for plain and reinforced survey lines

on stab number 3. The plots have been provided for d¿ta at four different frequencies, from 994

to 1997 MHz. The plots show that the conductivity measurement is,reasonably stablç as a

function ofposition on the slab, The high and low frequency data appear to be independent of
position, whereas the middle frequeneies, 1525 and 1702, show the greatest sensitivity. For thc
unreinforced data line, these middle frequencies appear to be reflecting some continuous
variation in concrete properties. For the reinforced data line, there appears to be some periodicity
which is most likely associated with the presence ofreinforcing. Unfortunately information on
the exact spaciÉg ofthereinforcement was not available for comparison

The variation of dielectric penrrittivity with position is shown in Figure 18. The permiüivity
variation appears to follow that ofthe conductivþ. The exception is that the qpatial variation is
exhibited at all frequencies.
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4. Discussion of Results

The test resuks described above show the following:

a- For the mortar samples tested, saturated sample averages show that the CSP measured

conductivity and dielectric permittivity vary with the properties of the mix.
b. For these same nrortar mix samples" saflrated sarnple averages show that thÊ CSP

mçasured dielectrio permittivitycorrelates withthe concrete diffusivþmeastred by
exposing the each sample to a ponded chloridç solutiorr-

c. Sample ãvetages discussed in (b) did not yield a correlation ì,\'ith CSP conductivity
valueso as would be expected ñomtheory.

d. Conelation of data from individual samples did yield a correlation between CSP
conductivity and di:ffirsivity for Mixes 1 and 3 in the saturated condition, and Mix I in
the partially saturated condition

e. No variation in CSP conductivity or permittivity could bc detected for oven dry
sarnples.

f, Meastnements on concrete slabs were consisted with those made on the mortar
samples. The spatial variation was found to be consistent with possible spatial
variability in çoncrete properties.

It is important to note that the statements regarding thc cortelation between CSP measurements

and diffirsivity are based on a very small number of sarnples. The limitations in the difrrsivity
dat¿ are based inpart on the constraints ofthe test prograrn- The di:ffusivity testing was caried
out by \I/. R Grace as part oftheir ongoing testing program, and was not conducted specifically
for this research project. Therefore the project was able to utilize the results for the limited
budget available, but was not able to control the testing process to mærímize the generation of
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useful data. tvlany of the ponded samples were not atølyznd fot diffusivity because corrosion

initiation ** ooi detected- This protócol resulted in the lost diffusivity data that otherwise would

have been useful.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusion of this work is that the CSP method has shown some potential for providíng a

measgre of the chloride permeability of concrete. However, the amount ofdata has been too

limitgd to reach any stroãger conclusions. There have been some positive comelations under

certain, but not alt conditiõns. There is a relationship with dielechic permifiivity which has not

been firlly explored.

Evaluation of the full potential ofthis method requires a more extensive, dedicated test progfam'

one whish was beyonã the scope of this effort. In such a progfam it would be desirable to work
with concrete slabs rather than-mortar cylinders. The slabs could be suþiected to the standa¡d 90

day ponding test, and the consretê permeability could be directly mp¿sued loq the chloride

p"itJtrutioo of the slab. Prior to cilõride penetration" the slab could be tested using ttrc CSP under

avatlety of moisture and temperature conditions, and cores could be removed for more detailed

laboratóry evaluation Such a program could provide a more significant opportunity to evaluate

the potential ofthese methods.
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